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Material Conductivity
Diamond 1000-2600
Silver 430
Copper 390
Gold 320
Aluminum 236
Brass 111
Iron 80
Ice 2.18
Brick 1.6
Concrete 1.05
Glass 1
Water .6
Paper .5
Wood .13
Wool .05
Styrofoam .03
Air .025

Heat and Insulation
The rate of heat flow between to objects in contact depends on more than just the
difference in temperature. For example:

If I put a can of coke into a bucket of ice water to cool down, it will cool a lot faster than if I just
stick it in the freezer.
A cup of hot coffee will cool down faster if it is in a paper cup than in a styrofoam one, and the
styrofoam will be more effective if the wall of the cup is thicker.

So, in more general terms, if I have two areas at two different temperatures with
a wall of some sort between them, the rate of heat flow depends on four
characteristics of that wall:

How thick it is (d). A thicker wall slows down heat transfer.
How much surface area the wall has (A). The more area the heat has to
escape through, the faster it goes.
How much of a difference in temperature there is (Δ T). More difference
means faster heat flow.
What material the wall is made of. Each material has a property called
thermal conductivity (λ) that describes how fast heat goes through it. So,
for example, metals tend to conduct heat well, but styrofoam really slows it
down a lot; we say that it is an insulator.

If I know all of these things, I can calculate the power of heat transfer through
the wall. Power is a measure of energy transfer: a number of Joules per second.
The equation looks like this:

So, for example, suppose that I am trying to figure out how much heat loss an
igloo has. I need to measure 4 things:

The walls are d = .5 m thick.
The surface area of the dome is A = 6 m².
The temperature outside is -15 °C, and inside is 20 °C, so the difference is 
ΔT = 35 °C.
I can look up ice in the table to the right: it has a conductivity of λ = 2.18.

Plugging in, I find that P = (2.18)(6)(35) / .5 = 915 J/s. If this much heat energy is leaving the igloo every
second, one would somehow have to produce that much heat inside the igloo every second to keep the
temperature constant. If less is produced inside than is lost through the walls, the temperature inside will go
down.

. 1 Why is a styrofoam cup more effective than paper for holding in the heat of a hot drink?

. 2 Why do you lose heat much faster when submersed in cold water than you do when in air of the same
temperature?



. 3 A small house has brick walls .3 m thick. Its surface area is 20 m². Right now it is -5 °C outside, but
inside it is 15°C.

a) How fast is the house losing heat to the outside?

b) Suppose that the walls were made of styrofoam instead. How thick would they need to be to have
the same rate of heat loss?

c) A light bulb gives off about 100 J/s of light (the "Watts" that the light bulb is rated in are just
another way to say Joules per second). If there are 20 light bulbs turned on inside the house. Is it
heating up or cooling down?

. 4 I have a box made out of wood, .1 m thick, with a surface area of 6 m². There is a light bulb inside
giving off 100 J/s of heat.

a) What must the temperature difference be in order for the temperature to stay constant inside?
(Hint: this just means that as much heat as I make each second, leaves every second)

b) What will happen to the inside temperature if the outside temperature suddenly drops by 10 °C?

. 5 Suppose that I am heating up a pot of water on the stove. The stove has a power P = 500 J/s. I have 1
kg of water, and it starts out at 15°C. How how it it in a minute?


